






































































ディベート１回目 １班vs.２班　　　３班 ４班vs.５班　　　６班 ７班vs.８班　　９，10班
ディベート２回目 ２班vs.３班　　　１班 ５班vs.６班　　　４班 ８班vs.10班　　７，９班
ディベート３回目 ３班vs.７班　　　２班 ６班vs.１班　　　５班 10班vs.９班　　４，８班




































































































































































問１ 18 24 p=0.1406　ns (.10<p)
問２※ 29 20 p=0.0019　＊＊ (p<.01)
問３※ 7 20 p=0.0014　＊＊ (p<.01)
問４ 16 25 p=0.0195　＊　 (p<.05)
問５※ 28 13 p=0.0000　＊＊ (p<.01)
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Effectiveness of Improving Listening Skills Through Debate
Shogo NISHIOKA＊・Fumihiro KATAGIRI＊＊
ABSTRACT
In order to verify that the practice of debate is effective in improving the ability of “listening”, we analyzed the listening 
test, the description of the flow sheet that notes the content of the debate, and the utterances during the tactical time which 
is the time to think about questions and rebuttals, and the time when the judges considered to decide the outcome.  Regarding 
the created listening test, although it was revealed that a part of the evaluation items of “critically listening” was significantly 
increased, there was a large difference in the number of correct answers when the question was changed before and after. 
In addition, the flow sheet description shows an improvement in the ability to “understand the grounds”, and the utterance 
analysis shows that the other party is lacking.  There was an improvement in “judging and listening”, and it was partially 
clarified that the debate is effective in improving the ability of “listening”.
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